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Abstract z ll/e present in this paper the first step of our
study concerned with the evaluation of the immunity of
p a c e m aker t o I ow fr e qu e n cy e I e c t r o m agne t i c i nt e rfe r e n c e s.
INTRODUCTION
Medical implants carriers are exposed in their daily life
environment to many sources of interference [1,2]. Up to
now, the equipment manufacfurers' respect for standards
based on electromagnetic sources, and medical implants
manufacturers, has been carried out individually on both
sides. Research on the subject is scarce in the frequency
bands which correspond to the industrial and domestic
applications of electricity t3l. This ground, a.k.a. rf
intermediate frequencies, is besides made more complicated
by the diversity of technical data. On the contrary, in the
mobile telecommunication ground which has incredibly
scared over the last few years, joint studies have been

for the telemetric monitoring. The devices have all

been

configured in inhibited stimulation (SSI for single-chamber
and DDD for double-chamber), this configuration being the
most critical and the most widespread ; frequency servocontrolled stimulators have had this function desactivated.
The housing stimulates the basic frequency in the absence
of intrisical activity, the stimulation can be inhibited by a
detected activity. The assessment criteria of a housing
malfunction, generated by telemetrical statistical data are :
. inappropriate inhibition of a stimulation (atrial and/or
ventricular);
. deprogramming of the device;
. switching to safety mode, end of safety window events,
extra systole.

MATERIAL

possible

In our study, tested device (housing or housing with
probe) is directly connected with the interference generator

These acknowledgments then lead to set up a metrological

through a 50 O RG58 type coaxial cable. The low
frequency generator born signal is displayed on a
" HP54600A " oscilloscope and applied through a 50

for a common denominator exists between the
different manufacfurers: indeed, frequencies, sources
strengths, beaming elements, etc., differ very little [4,5].
protocol enabling to assess the immunify of active medical
implants to electromagnetic disruptions.

METHOD

The

of the pacemakers
we apply is in accord with the

assessment methodology

immunity that

electromagnetic compatibility (E.M.C) which starts off
from the victim (the implant) and known and lab-quantified
disruptions (the source) then to complexiff gradually the

problem

by gradually

integrating influence parameters

ll,2l,The approach we suggest consists in characterizing
the stimulators immunity to known and lab-quantified
disruptions. The general problematic consists in checking
this immunity in relation with led disruptions (the electrical

voltage signals or current) and in relation with beaming
disruptions (fields). On this article, we present the results of
our approach 's first step. It consists in determining the
signals which can generate dysfunctions in pacemakers. It
is a first approach meant to create a base for the creation of
a metrological protocol.

Tests are carried out on l0 single and double chamber
pacemaker housings, all in configuration of univocal
detection and stimulation. This mode is the most sensitive
to myopotentials and external electromagnetic interferences
and is the most unfavourable in the case of electromagnetic
disruptions for the risk of misinterpretation between the
disruptive signal and the heart signal is at its climax. We

have

six single chamber stimulators and four double

O RG58 type coaxial cable between the proximal connector
and the housing titanium for a housing (Fig. l) and between
the housing titanium and the probe distal electrode, in the
case of a probe equipped housing (Fig. 2). On that case, a
voltage measuring point at the housing terminals is carried
out inserting the bore of the coaxial cable to the proximal
connector. The chamber which is not stimulated is also

connected to a probe less IS-l type connector. The
measurement at the housing terminal is possible through the
use of the IS-1 connector, equally probe less. For twochamber devices, each chamber is tested successively.
Always bearing reproducibility in mind, it is extremely
important to carry out the tests in a neutral electromagnetic
environment. The tests of led disruptions in this work have
been carried out in 2.5 m x 3.5 m x 2.5 m Faraday cage
(Standard GAM T20).
For our work, we will be using a HP 3320 Hewlett
Packard low frequency generator, operating in the 0-15
Mhz range of frequencies for peak to peak ranges from 50
mV to 20 V. For the tests, we apply a maximum voltage of
5 Vpp because it has been proved that the allowed fields in
human exposition can induce voltages up to 4 Vpp in the
probe. The studies frequencies are 50 H460 Hz, l0 kHz
and25 kHz.
RESULTS
We present, in this paragraph some examples of results
which we have obtained on mono chamber housing :

chamber stimulators and of the corresponding programmers
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shows the detection voltage range

for

one

pacemaker, for different values of the programmed
sensitivity (1,2,3,4 and 5 mV); the frequency of the
disruptive signal is l0 kHz The case of the 25 kHz
frequency is shown in Fig. 2. Figs. 3,4 and 5 are the
visualisation of the pacemaker signal; Fig. 3 concerns the
pacemaker signal without applying any interfering signal;
The housing stimulates the basic programmed frequency
(70 Hz); Figs. 4 and 5 show an example of the housing

Figure 3

malfunctions, due to the disruptive signal.

CONCLUSION
The first step of this work, which concerns the study of
heart pacemakers immunity to led disruptions (housing and
housing and probe) have enabled to assess, in the case of 50

Hz, 60 Hz, l0 kHz and 25 kHz frequencies, signals that
could cause malfunctions.
The measurements on housings alone have enabled us to
which are likely to deceive
the stimulator. We have also shown that these detections
zones are very dependant on the programmed detection
sensitivity and that it does not vary linearly with it.
The measurements on probe-equipped housings have
enabled us to study the attitude of the probe which, in the
case of led disruptions, weakens the signal at the end of the
proximal connector. This work's follow-up concerns the
assess experimentally the levels

Figure 4

study of housings and probe-equipped housings in the case

of in-vitro led disruptions. We will take up the same
approach for this work, the stimulator (or probe-equipped
housing) being this time plunged into a phantom allowing a
real implantation configuration simulation. This work must
enable us to assess the incidence of the human body
presence on levels leading to stimulator detections, typical
of its dysfunction.
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